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Scarcity of Diesel

Global economies are facing scarcity

of the world's most crucial fuel ‘diesel.’

This cost could be tremendous, affecting everything,

from the price of a Thanksgiving turkey to energy bills.

Europe is confronting a low buffer as supplies are

expected to hit a low this month and fall further shortly

after the sanctions that would shut the region off from

Russian seaborne supplies. The stockpiles of diesel and

heating oil in the US are at the lowest point in four

decades. Global refining capacity is severely

constrained. Crude oil supplies are already limited;

however, the bottleneck is considerably more severe

when processing the raw material commodity into fuels,

such as diesel and gasoline. Backwardation, a market

structure with higher premiums for supplies with fast

delivery than longer-term ones, is another force at work

in the background. The diesel crunch has been

damaging the global economy, and resolving this

tightness requires new refining capacity.

Bregret Back in the Air?

Inflation and global economic crisis

have spared none, including Britain.

However, the concern over Britain is much more severe

as it finds itself in the midst of its gravest slump in a

generation. The fundamental cause for the country's

Bregret is concern over falling trade relations and

trade volumes with the EU. The UK's deteriorating

economic situation results from rising interest rates,

double-digit inflation, and an economic crisis.

Earlier, Brexit was not economically linked, but in recent

years, as the UK endures its worst-ever economic slump,

the views have shifted against it. However, it is hard to

determine how much of Britain's problems may be

attributed to Brexit.

Considering the recent talks over the repercussions of

Brexit, the Prime Minister is now pondering over

adopting Switzerland's trade model that pursues

healthy trade relations with European countries, despite

not being part of the EU. How successful will the UK be

in its search for new relationships with the rest of

Europe?

Are Middle Powers Reshaping Geopolitics?

The only constant in the universe is 'Change.' With an

increasing change in the dynamic environment, power

is shifting between regions, fracturing a few while

empowering the rest. The US has been a dominant

player globally, but the current trends have begun to

change with the rise of new power centers in Asia,

Africa, and Latin America.

With half of the world's products and population lying

here, Asian countries are turning into powerhouses,

allowing them to compete with the West in economic,

socio-cultural, political, and military affairs. China has

been leading this race for the past few decades, but

post-COVID, countries like India and South Korea are

also gaining supremacy. Additionally, the growing

influence of China and Russia's assertive nature is

leading to power fragmentation. This power

fragmentation can provide access to new opportunities

for other Asian countries. It would be interesting to see

how these developments will change the way that

power is distributed across the globe.

ITs on a Layoff Spree

The world's three major economies,

China, Europe, and the US, have

been sharply contracting since the pandemic.

Interest rate hikes by central banks in response to

higher inflation have led to negligible fundraising

by IT companies. With a slowdown in the global

economy, IT giants are looking for cost-cutting

measures. All this, coupled with their restructuring

plans, has pushed the tech companies to lay off

employees. Although some layoffs were company-

specific, most of them called off their workforce due

to the weak global economic scenario. Additionally,

the hiring spree during the lockdown has also driven

the recent job cuts. Moreover, there was a

significant uptick in the tendency of high levels of

automation in the workplace. Such technical

upgrades were one of the main reasons for the

significant job losses in the industry. Policymakers, on

their part, should look to shift the focus from

lowering consumption to increasing production to

achieve low inflation rates, currency stability, and

quicker growth.
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PM Gati Shakti: A Game Changer

Infrastructure creation in India has for decades

suffered from several issues ranging from disjoint

planning to a lack of standardization. A

comprehensive digital tool, the PM Gati Shakti

National Master Plan, aims to combat these issues

through detailed planning and execution. It is a

map-based framework, similar to Google maps but

for Indian networks.

This tool will help attract foreign investments,

enhance the country's global competitiveness, and

generate employment. By creating networks, the

public and businesses will receive information

regarding business centers, industrial areas, and the

surrounding environment. Investors can use this

information to plan their business locations

conveniently, resulting in increased productivity and

harmony.

India can achieve rapid economic growth through

the development of infrastructure. This can set the

foundation for holistic progress by investing in

modern building infrastructure, assisting India to

achieve the $20trn economy dream by 2040.

Mission PRARAMBH - Indian Private Sector

Forays into the Promising Space Launch Market

Skyroot Aerospace, a Hyderabad-based start-up,

has successfully blasted off its first space rocket,

Vikram-S, as part of Mission Prarambh, signaling

the private sector's entry into space operations the

state-run giant ISRO currently dominates. Vikram-S

carries three satellites, including one by SpaceKidz

India called FunSat, parts of which were developed

by school students.

Although Skyroot is the first private corporation to

launch a spaceship, others are just slightly behind.

According to ISRO, over 100 start-ups have

registered with the space agency to collaborate

with it in "different fields of the space industry."

Private space enterprises will likely develop at

breakneck speed as demand for satellite launches

rises due to increased satellite-based internet and

surveillance use. By the end of 2025, the Satellite

Industry Association of India estimates that at least

60,000 satellites will be launched worldwide.

Allowing private space organizations to run missions

will free up government funding for research while

assisting India in gaining a more significant share of

the global space industry.

Digital Future – Under India's G20 Presidency

The Indian subcontinent is all set to take on the G20

presidency and will be inheriting one of the most

challenging contemporary policy challenges –

Digitisation. With proper management and in-place

regulation, a thriving digital economy has the

potential to bring millions of people into the online

world of employment, entrepreneurship, education,

and consumption. However, with poor regulations,

the digital economy can further embed economic

and social inequalities.

The G20 is well placed to deal with this complexity,

especially given its inclusive membership. Given the

massive significance of the digital economy to both

India and the G20, this will also bring forward an

opportunity for India to tackle the policy challenge

and the tangible influence of the G20 as a

legitimate and enduring international policy forum.

The Green Challenge

If the world continues on the collective

2050 net-zero emissions objective,

India’s capital investment in low-emission assets, such

as solar farms and electric vehicles, will increase by

80% over the next three decades. India Inc. is well

aware of this and is attempting to use this potential.

It is implementing its sustainable goals by increasing

its dependence on renewable energy and reducing

its reliance on imports. Large banks, insurers, and

asset owners have implemented several initiatives

and policies worldwide to encourage businesses to

reduce their coal power usage.

The responsibility of decarbonizing high-polluting

sectors rests on the shoulders of the country's top

leaders and their collaborative efforts toward a

net-zero future. Since businesses have more

resources than the government, they have become

integral to ensuring sustainable growth. Green

initiatives are being facilitated by large companies

across the globe.

Do corporations contribute more to global change

than governments? What is your take on this?
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Interest Subsidy to Rise for Small Exporters?

Under the flagship Services Exports from India

Scheme (SEIS), the GOI has decided to take away

the incentives provided to the service exporters. This

decision has been made based on a cost-benefit

analysis. The government believes that the support

should be extended to those sectors or players that

require more help as the services exports are doing

fine even without the incentives. However, the service

exporters will be offered greater assistance in

marketing selected services overseas, which will help

them tap into opportunities. The incentives offered

were 5-7% of the net foreign exchange earned,

based on the nature of services, which came down to

3-5% under the SEIS. India’s services exports rose

23% last fiscal year to $254bn. Most of the services

exports accounted for the software services, and the

companies of this space barely need any

government assistance for exports.

Skill Supply Hub for Global Value Chains

The arrival of the industrial

revolution saw a significant demand

for a skilled workforce from the nation.

As and when the commerce department enters into

trade agreements with different nations, identifying

the skillset of the people of India with that particular

nation and mapping the global skill sets required

becomes a priority. A virtual Global Skills Summit

was organized to institutionalize a robust mechanism

for exchanging information on the skills needed by

the countries and their availability in India. The

mission of the summit was to come together on a

single platform and be a catalyst for convergence

through partnership drives fostering global skill

development. The aim of this summit was to make

India a hub for skills supply. This can be achieved by

creating world-class training infrastructure,

propelling international mobility, and strengthening

ties with foreign countries in particular areas to

boost job opportunities for youth. The creation of a

stable model which ensures quality standards and

works closely with the existing private players with

prior knowledge about the global supply chain

market is needed. This will facilitate opening new

opportunities for youth to work abroad.

Guidelines for Waste-to-Energy Plan

The government has issued guidelines

that will pave the way for companies

to produce biogas, bio-CNG, and electricity from

industrial, urban, and agricultural wastes. This

program is part of an umbrella scheme, the

National Bioenergy Programme. Financial assistance

will be provided to the project developers, and the

implementing agencies, including the inspection

firms, will be paid service charges for commissioning

the waste-to-energy plants. The program is

recommended for its implementation in two phases

and has marked the approval of Phase 1 with a

budget outlay of ₹858crs. For the utilization of

substantial surplus biomass and cattle dung

available in the country for energy recovery, MNRE

has been promoting bioenergy in India since the

1980s. The step of financial assistance for setting up

projects will help reduce their capital cost/interest

on loans, thereby increasing their project viability.

The Biomass Programme is expected to support the

scaling up of family and medium size biogas units.

New Data Protection Bill

The Draft Personal Data Protection

Bill of 2019, which earlier proposed

a penalty of ₹15crs, has raised the penalty amount

to ₹500crs for violating the provisions under the

proposed bill. The bill's agenda is to process digital

personal data in a way that recognizes the

individual's rights and uses the data for lawful and

incidental purposes. The current legal framework for

privacy is inadequate on many levels as it considers

privacy a statutory right rather than fundamental

and does not apply to the processing of data by

the government. It has a limited understanding of

the kinds of data to be protected and places scant

obligations on data fiduciaries. The DPDP Bill 2022

applies to processing personal data digitally. This

includes both the personal data collected online and

offline but is digitized for processing. The updated

version somewhat provides a lower degree of

protection by being wholly inapplicable to data

processed manually. The earlier drafts excluded the

data only from small entities and not generally.
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BluSmart – Shaping The Taxi Industry

The Indian taxi industry has undergone

a significant change in the past decade

from traditional taxis to online cab services like OLA

and Uber. Though OLA and Uber are enjoying the

duopoly, they have been facing the ire of customers

due to several issues, especially the price surge. High

CNG prices, shortage of drivers, frequent cancellations,

and surge pricing have become significant concerns. An

electric vehicle ride-hailing company, BluSmart, has

made a grand debut claiming to solve these issues as

they don't let their drivers own their cars because they

come from the bottom pyramid and can't afford them.

Additionally, the company's drivers' app does not have

a cancellation option, eliminating the issue of frequent

cancellations. It also has onboarded women drivers.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the EV start-up is

checking off all the right boxes, i.e., environmental

awareness, improving service levels, and women

empowerment. The startup aims to provide economical

and environment-friendly transport options in

metropolitan India.

106 start-ups received approximately $882.6mn of funding. The funding fell below the $1bn mark. Will the

funding scene in India continue to plummet?

Source: Entrackr

A total of 108 start-ups raised approximately $1,242.5mn this month. Bengaluru-based start-

ups top the list in raising cash and cracking deals, followed by Delhi-NCR. Fintech and Health-

tech have been the most prominent sectors regarding the number of deals as start-ups.

Startup vs. Incumbents

"The bigger they are, the harder they fall."

Nothing exemplifies this more than the biblical fable of

David and Goliath.

Established companies often face anomalies that start-

ups can tackle and use to their advantage. Think of

Netflix versus traditional cable television or Uber/Ola

against traditional black-yellow taxis. It is the

incumbents that need to watch out for complacency.

"The smaller, the better.“ – The democratized technology

access and greater access to funding have led to a

conducive environment for startups to flourish. This has

given a level-playing field to upcoming businesses.

Startups rely on innovation and are proficient at

detecting the unsatisfied consumer base and leveraging

the latest technologies to address their implicit desires.

Though individually, startups may not pose any

significant threat to large incumbents, together, they

create a formidable challenge. Established businesses

are starting to realize this and are partnering with

startups leveraging on their strengths and supplying

them with the thing they lack – resources.
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($ Million)  

Muoro – Leading the Way for Tech Companies

We all know companies these days are trying to customize their workforce; however, finding a match fitting the

desired pay scale is tricky. In an effort to benefit both the business and the employees – Muoro has come up with a

remote pre-vetted qualified engineering service. Using a proprietary AI mapping tool, Muoro sorts engineers into

the desired payroll and offers businesses the best-suited profiles with expertise in fields like Data Engineering,

Cloud, UI, Salesforce, AEM, and AI. The company's Engineer as a Service (EaaS) system aims to recruit engineers

from developing and underdeveloped nations to provide them with opportunities to work with global companies

and gain international exposure.

.
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Source: Investing
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The beginning of the month saw investors poring in roughly

$4.6 Bn into South Korea’s Kospi. This remarked it as the

best-performing Asian equities benchmark in the latest

quarter. The chip sector saw an additional boost as fears

about rate hikes were soothed by softer-than-expected US

inflation statistics. Index heavyweight Samsung Electronics

Co. rallied 18%, contributing to the upward momentum.

China’s ambiguity towards implementing tight COVID

control measures led to nearly a drop in the index for

the whole month. The index headed for an 20.3%

increase at the close with the restatement of orders by

Beijing for local governments to avoid imposing

excessive limitations in the wake of weekend

demonstrations in some major cities throughout China.

The surge in the important materials and energy sectors

saw the London stocks beat their European counterparts

at the close. The announcement of increasing

immunization among older residents from China’s

national health administration, the export-oriented

index saw rising commodity prices. A suspicion that

Beijing is succumbing in to push for a rapid reopening

also fuelled up the rise.

The hike in treasury rates led to a decline in market

leaders like Apple Inc. The fall contributed significantly

to the underperformance of the Nasdaq 100.

Moreover, consumer confidence fell to a four-month low

amid the double blow of persistent inflation and the

Federal Reserve rate hike. The investors marked this as

the end of the dollar-strengthening era and pulled their

money out.

Amidst the concerns over interest rate certainty, the

Nikkei remained volatile throughout the month. Investors’

pessimistic nature after China’s strict zero COVID policy

resulted in the tumbling of the Asian stock market. The

rise in the falling magnitude against the previous month

and technological sector losses affected investors’

sentiments.

A surge in consumer confidence resulted in a rise in

the economic sentiment of the Eurozone. The

revelation of consumer prices decreasing more than

anticipated was a significant driver for this hike.

Unable to maintain the early gains, equity markets

ended slightly down as declines in consumer and

tech equities outweighed gains in the mining and oil

industries.
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FII Net Investment in November’22 (₹ Crores)

Source: NSDL

Source: NSE 

DII Net Investment in November’22 (₹ Crores)

Source: NSDL

Investments by Foreign Institutional Investors (FIIs) surged to ₹22546.34cr in November. A drop in the dollar

index, strong valuations, falling crude prices, and declining bond yields have lured foreign investors into

investing in the Indian markets. On the other hand, a negative flow of ₹6301.32cr by the domestic

institutional investors (DII) was observed, who changed to a net selling position driven by profit booking.

Although FIIs made significant investments in November, there was a brief period of outflow due to the

global central banks' interest rate hikes and tightening policies.
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Change (%) Trend

NIFTY Auto 13,417 13232 1.4

NIFTY Bank 41,290 43,231 4.7

NIFTY Consumer Durables 27,117 26,513 2.2

NIFTY Financial Services 18,606 19,359 4.0

NIFTY FMCG 44,565 45,537 2.2

NIFTY IT 29,271 30,392 3.8

NIFTY Media 2,057 2,117 2.9

NIFTY Metal 6,037 6564 8.7

NIFTY Oil & Gas 8,102 8,610 6.3

NIFTY Pharma 13,492 13,144 2.6

Source: NSE 

SEBI Plans Regulations for 'Finfluencers.'

As influencers have surged in popularity, financial influencers have followed suit. This has led to an increase in

flawed and unsolicited investment recommendations by finfluencers, prompting SEBI to develop guidelines to

resolve this problem. Finfluencers don't solicit money from social media users for financial advice. However, they

undoubtedly affect investors' decision-making and financial goals. The capital market watchdog's action attempts to

curtail the growing trend of prominent influencers promoting various assets through application-based content

without the required licenses. Increased violations since the past financial year proclaim: misleading investment

advice on media platforms has been A significant concern that SEBI aims to curb through these policies. The

guidelines include taking regulatory action against those not registered with SEBI. This was a much-needed step to

protect the innocent masses from falling prey to such scheming.
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Top Gainers|NIFTY50 |Nov’22 Top Losers |NIFTY50 |Nov’22

Source: NSE India

Source: NSE India

NIFTY50 November’22 (In ₹)

Nifty 50 remained immune to negative global cues and touched an all-time high of ₹18,799.90. Inflows

from domestic and foreign investors in the equity market have aided this momentum. Oil and Gas led from

the front, owing to the decline in crude oil prices. IT, Auto, and Banking sectors also contributed to the upside

momentum. The index's top gainers were Adani Enterprises, BPCL, Britannia, and HDFC.

The Largest FPO in the Nation to Date

Adani Enterprises Ltd. (AEL) has yet

again made it to the headlines with

its plan to raise ₹20,000crs through the issue of

fresh equity shares. The group seeks to get

shareholder's approval for what might be India's

largest FPO. Currently, promoters own nearly

72.63% of AEL, leaving 27.37% for investors, of

which insurance companies hold almost 20%. The

group aims to expand its shareholder base to

finance its sprawling business empire, which

explains why the company chose to go for FPO,

despite supererogatory regulatory requirements.

The Adani group of companies recently followed a

path of ambitious organic and inorganic growth

across industries and verticals. Shares of AEL have

more than doubled in the last year, giving it a

market value of ₹4.46lakh crore.
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Company Name Change (%)

Coal India -7.0%

Eicher Motors -7.0%

Maruti Suzuki -5.5%

Bajaj Finance -4.1%

Divis Labs -4.0%

Titan Company -3.1%

ITC -1.7%

Bajaj Finserv -1.6%

Cipla -1.4%

Power Grid Corp -1.2%

Company Name Change (%)

Adani Enterprise 17.9%

Britannia 15.5%

BPCL 12.5%

HDFC 12.2%

HDFC Life 11.4%

Hindalco 11.3%

JSW Steel 10.9%

UPL 10.6%

HDFC Bank 10.3%

UltraTech Cement 9.8%

Reliance to Build a Smart City

The multi-national conglomerate

– Reliance’s subsidiary Model

Economic Township Limited (MET City) is set to

create a world-class Greenfield Smart City near

Gurugram, Haryana, adding to the list of smart

cities in India. The Greenfield Smart City will

accomplish sustainable development objectives by

blending eco-friendly elements with modern

infrastructure. This initiative is aimed at

revolutionizing the real estate and infrastructure

landscape of Gurugram, enhancing MET City's

position as a leading industrial location in Haryana.

This project will enhance the position of MET City as

a leading location for setting up companies in

Haryana and North India. The development of the

Greenfield Smart City will strengthen Reliances'

foray into the real estate industry.
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Pharma Sector

The pharma sector has witnessed selling pressure in the

month. This was primarily due to profit booking and

investors shifting away from this defensive sector in

search of higher returns driven by a positive global

outlook. The sector covered some of its loss by the end

of the month due to concerns about China’s lockdown.

Sector giants, Divi’s Labs and Laurus Labs were down

10% and 6.3% for the month, dragging the index

down to the levels of ₹13144.20.

Oil and Gas Sector

The Nifty Oil and Gas Index saw a surge

in value due to global crude oil prices

falling. The winter season has further boosted fuel

demand, pushing the index upwards. Favorable

inflation data, slowing rate hikes, and an easing dollar

further added to the sector's growth. The energy stocks,

however, saw a setback over concerns about the

lockdown in China, which is one of the largest

consumers of crude oil. The sector heavyweight

Reliance Industries rose nearly 8% during the month,

soaring the index. Others like BPCL and ONGC rose

12.1% and 4.4%, adding to the sector’s momentum.

Source: NSE

FMCG Sector

The Nifty FMCG index rose sharply

by the end of the month after correcting

during the middle of the month.

The slump at the start of the month was driven by

profit booking and sector rotation by investors.

During the latter half of the month, the falling

crude price contributed significantly to the growth

of the Index during the month. Further, a reduction

in the gap between WPI and CPI, meaning

improving margins, infused a positive outlook for

the sector. The index heavyweight HUL rose 5.2%

during the month, while ITC fell 2.7% during the

period.

Source: NSE
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Consumer Durables Sector

The Consumer Durables sector fell

throughout the month, dragged by

electric consumer products. The electrical products

and consumer industries, which previously bagged

returns due to the festive season, have seen large

corrections after posting weak results for the second

quarter. The fall was subdued by slower rate hikes.

Sector giants Titan, Voltas, and Dixon Technologies

shed 3.7%, 9.9%, and 6.1%, respectively, during

the month. Conversely, Havells gained 3.1% during

the period supporting the index.

Source: NSE
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Media Sector

Despite a difficult year in the global economy, the

media industry saw a robust turn-up as it advanced

in its transformation to become more fully tech-

enabled and equipped with specialized data skills.

The relative proportion of revenue from

advertisements gained prominence as against

revenue from consumer-paid media. The major

index composites like Zee Entertainment, Dish TV,

and Sun TV experienced a fall, whereas PVR and

DB Corp were the gainers.

IT Sector

The Indian IT sector seemed to be quite

resilient to economic conditions at a time

when the worldwide tech industry is struggling with

inflationary headwinds. The sector climbed steadily

and reported the highest-ever market share in five

years. This springy movement aided the Indian IT

sector to perform better than its global

counterparts. Nevertheless, high attrition results in

significant non-passable costs that remain a

significant issue in the sector.

Source: NSE 
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Auto Sector

Despite the macroeconomic conditions across the globe

remaining challenging, the auto sector performed well

as the demand for passenger cars over the festive

period continued. The sector represented a 31-33%

increase over the 2,45,000 vehicles sold during the

same period last year. The month marked the greatest

growth in a single month in 13 years as cars, sedans,

and utility vehicles saw a boost in sales. The PV segment

reached its decadal-high growth, which acted as the

primary driver in reaching this milestone. Moreover, the

sector saw the two-wheeler segment grow for the first

time post the pandemic

Telecom Sector

The launch of 5G services in India is

anticipated to embark on a significant

expansion in the telecom industry. The gloomy

employment activity in the industry during the last

quarter reached its peak this month. The sector

experienced significant investments in telecom

operators, OEMs, and system integrators. The

rollout of the 5G network is expected to cover the

country with the latest technology within the next

two years.

4.1 7.2
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8.7%

Financial Services Sector

The financial sector index rose throughout the month

owing to the slowing in interest rate hikes and

easing inflation concerns in the economy. The sector

saw rising FII investment driven by the dollar index

trading below 110 for a larger part of the month

and a fall in the US 10Y yield. The index was

cheered further on the back of low CPI & WPI

inflation data, with increased retail participation

having lifted the index.

Banking Sector

The rate-sensitive index continued

its upward momentum throughout the month owing

to the possibility of slowing rate hikes by the Fed

and lowered bond yields. Additionally, the higher

incremental credit ratio of Indian banks is attracting

buying interest in the sector among Dalal Street

bulls. The sector is expected to remain bullish as

lenders’ margins will likely improve in the short to

medium term as banks increase lending rates.

Moreover, declining provisions have also improved

the balance sheet of major banks. Sector

heavyweight PNB gained 19.3% contributing to the

upward momentum of the index.

Source: NSE
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4.7%
Realty Sector

The Realty index was seen consolidating

throughout the month. The mixed

global cues- weakening dollar index,

positive inflation data, and slowing rate hikes, ensured

that the sector moved choppily for the month. The

sector, however, ended in green as concerns about rate

hikes seemed to evaporate. The index heavyweights

Indiabulls Realty and DLF rose 7.5% and 3.3% in the

month, where stocks like Phoenix Mills and Oberoi

Realty lost nearly a percent each.
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1.7%

Metal Sector

The metal index surged 8.7% this month.

Hawkish rate hikes and declining inflation

numbers have contributed to the uptrend of the index.

With increasing COVID curbs in China, metal prices

are likely to rise, and duty-free exports will result in

higher margins for Indian companies, which will be

reflected in their stock prices. Index heavyweight

Jindal Steel gained 21.29% contributing to the

upward momentum of the index.
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YATRA to Travel into Capital Markets

The leading online travel company,

Yatra Online Ltd., has received SEBI’s

nod to float an IPO. The proposed IPO comprises a

fresh issue of equity shares worth ₹750crs and an

Offer For Sale (OFS) of up to 93,28,358 equity

shares, according to the prospectus. The travel

services provider is planning to utilize the proceeds

from the fresh issue for acquisitions and inorganic

growth, strategic investments and investment in

customer acquisition, and different organic growth

initiatives. With over 700 large corporate clients

and 46,000 registered SME customers, Yatra is the

leading corporate travel service provider. The

market strategy of Yatra spans the entire value

chain of travel and hospitality, covering B2C and

B2B (including businesses to enterprises and agents).

The company combines its B2B and B2C channels,

enabling it to target India's most frequent and high-

spending travelers in a cost-effective manner.

PO
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Bikaji Foods Makes a Firm Entry

India's third-largest ethnic snack

company, Bikaji Foods, made its

debut in the stock market on 16th November.

Notwithstanding the bleak global cues and volatile

markets, the IPO made a steady debut with its

shares listing at a premium of 8%, at ₹322. The

₹881cr IPO of Bikaji received an outstanding

response from investors, with the issue

oversubscribed by 26.67 times. Being entirely an

OFS, the proceeds will be transferred to the selling

shareholders, and the company will not receive any

funds from the issue.

Bikaji is among the few organized players in ethnic

snacks markets and the leading maker of 'Bikaneri

bhujia,' 'soan-papdi,' and 'gulab jamun'. While the

issue received a good response, the company's

margins are slipping owing to the escalating input

costs. However, this doesn't seem to concern

investors, as the stock saw a further 20% upside

since its listing.

Upcoming IPOs                     
IPO Size 

(Approx.)

Aadhar Housing Finance ₹7,300 Cr.

OLA Cabs ₹1,500 Cr.

Droom Technology ₹3,000 Cr.

Gemini Edibles and Fats ₹2,500 Cr.

GLOBAL HEALTH Makes Steller Debut

The Medanta chain of hospitals

operator – Global Health Ltd. --

has listed with a premium of 19% over its issue

price of ₹336. Favorable market conditions and a

reputable brand name have piqued the interest of

investors, seeing the IPO oversubscribed 9 times

and making its market debut at ₹398. The share

prices later zoomed 21.72% to ₹409 to reach a

market valuation of ₹10,770crs. The proceeds will

be utilized primarily for debt repayment.

With the long-term structural factors supporting

growth, and the government's focus shifting toward

the healthcare sector, the company is well poised

for an ascend as the healthcare sector foresees

growth of 13-15%.

Tata Group's Return to IPO Market

The multimillion conglomerate

company – Tata Group is coming

up with an IPO 18 years after its

last listing of Tata Consultancy Services in 2004.

Tata Motors' subsidiary Tata Technologies is

planning to launch an IPO, which is expected to roll

out in Q1FY24. Tata Technologies is a global digital

service and product engineering company focusing

on four key verticals: aerospace, automotive,

industrials, and industrial machinery. The company is

a strategic partner for developing vehicles and

engineering subsystems and managing the New

Product Introduction (NPI) process through

collaborative engineering tools. The company

reported a 48% jump in revenue to ₹3,530crs in

FY22, with its profit surging 83% to ₹437crs.

The IPO will likely involve an Offer For Sale (OFS)

and new issues. Currently, Tata Motors holds a

72.48% stake in Tata Technologies, with Alpha TC

Holdings owning 8.96% and the remaining 4.48%

being held by Tata Capital Growth Fund. Tata

Technologies' ₹5,500cr IPO could be India's largest

IPO for a software services exporter.



The US 10-year Treasury note yield was hovering

above the 4% mark in the first half of the month as

investors were skeptical about interest rate hikes by

the Fed. Retail spending rose despite the higher

prices due to inflation. However, the producer price

index brought positive news with wholesale prices

rising lower than expected. This hints at easing

inflation and possible slowing down of rate hikes.

The typically positive spread between 10Y and 2Y

yields has inverted to its most since 1982. The

inversion has been largely on account of a positive

outlook for the future, which might soon be visible in

short-term yields as well, signaling a retreat from

the current hawkish stance of the Fed.

Inflation

CPI in October fell to 6.77%, down from 7.41% in

September, falling below 7% after two months.

However, retail prices in food, housing, and fuel prices

gained momentum in October. The uptrend in food

inflation kept retail inflation from falling further.

Wholesale inflation (WPI) declined at a higher pace

than CPI and stood at 8.4%, narrowing the gap

between both narrowed from to 1.6% last month,

bringing relief to businesses suffering from hurt margins.

Moderation in fuel and light from 10.4% to 9.9% has

been a key reason for easing inflation index. Core

inflation for the month was unchanged at 6.2% levels,

which is still above RBI’s target range.

SLR – To Support Loan Growth

Amid lagging deposit growth and

constrained liquidity, government

spending and a surplus of Statutory Liquidity Ratio

(SLR) with banks have helped the economy support

credit and growth. Government spending has started

picking up pace in November, and going forwards;

banks will also join this trend with their access to excess

SLR, which will be utilized to ensure that there are no

liquidity challenges in meeting the growing needs of the

economy.

According to an RBI report, credit grew by 16.8% y-o-

y as of November, while deposits were higher by

8.2%. With an ideal credit-deposit ratio of 75%,

banks are currently growing sufficiently to fund their

credit growth. However, fine-tuning operations of

various maturities for absorption as well as injection of

liquidity would continue as may be necessary from time

to time.

IXED INCOME
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US 10 Year Treasury Yield November’22 (In %)

Source: MOSPI

SEBI's Increasing Bond Market Regulations

SEBI has constantly been taking steps to

develop the fixed-income markets in India.

It has now come up with new regulations

to check the rise in unregulated online platforms for

investing in the bond market. The capital market

regulator has introduced a new regulatory framework,

stating that no person shall act as an online bond

platform provider without a certificate of registration

as a stock broker under the Securities and Exchange

Board of India Regulations, 1992. This framework is

expected to boost investors' confidence by addressing

investors' skepticism regarding online platforms'

management. The regulations further address payment

mitigation and settlement risk and the availability of

redress procedures, among other issues. These

regulations will develop the fixed-income market,

bringing much-needed transparency and trust among

retail investors. Moreover, the regulation will bring

democratization between the institutions and the non-

institutional fixed-income business.

Month (2022) Inflation (%)

April 7.79

May 7.04

June 7.01

July 6.71

August 7.00

September 7.41

October 6.77
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SEBI on Reducing Concentration Risk

The Indian capital market regulator – SEBI is

examining possible measures to reduce the

concentration risk posed by having just a few banks

engaging in the clearing and settlement of stock

market transactions. Over the years, merely half a

dozen banks have captured the market by

specializing in capital markets exposures. These

banks hold much of the FDs and issued securities

given as collateral with the clearing houses. During

the crisis two years ago, the run on Yes Bank, which

held significant collateral, served as a wake-up call.

Such risk could be significantly minimized if

collateral were distributed across the banking

sector, not just the clearing firms. These clearing

corporations should be able to fund liquidity if a

member broker or its client defaults. Since SEBI has

ringfenced the business only for trading purposes

and taking all default risks on behalf of the

exchange, it has substantially been the center of the

clearing and settlement system business. Setting a

cap on total collateral or having rating-based limits

are among the few proposed measures. While

several clearing corporations have their own internal

guidelines, there is a need for standard guidelines.

Time to Rethink the 60-40 Strategy

Passive investors generally found shelter in the

60/40 strategy. This strategy meant allocating

60% of one’s portfolio to stocks and 40% to bonds.

Hence, when the equities performed well, so did the

portfolio, and if stocks performed poorly, bonds

compensated for the losses. While this strategy has

worked for investors in the past, it is now failing.

The strategy saw its worst-ever return in the century

as the equities and bonds markets took a hit

together. Major indices are down more than 15%

this year, as the stock market saw corrections of

overcapacities due to high inflation and rate hikes.

The rate hikes did the bond market no good, as

they experienced their first-ever bear market in

decades.

Moreover, belt-tightening amongst millions of

households and the decelerating housing markets

have left no place for investors to hide. Inflation

and rising interest rates have brought to light the

need for diversification in asset classes other than

just bonds and stocks.

This has raised an essential question – Do investors

need to rethink the 60/40 strategy or is it still a

viable option?

Mind The KYC Privacy Gap

Privacy of customer data is fundamental

to a KYC business. The reality is, however,

strikingly different.

Millions of digital verifications are carried out by

KYC start-ups, helping banks and fintech to check

customers' credentials quickly with the help of

Artificial Intelligence and algorithms. Given the

massive scale of operations, these start-ups are

hoarded with personal data daily. Due to the lower

acceptance rates, KYCs are five times as many as

approved loans. The massive scale of operations

raises concerns surrounding consumer privacy

safeguards and protection. Instances of data leak

or identity theft are not uncommon as well.

Consequently, more robust privacy and storage

measures are required. Many banks keep the data

in their servers, whereas several financial institutions,

including fintech, rely on the cloud to protect

margins. Since KYC start-ups have access to millions

of customer records, will the RBI push for licensing?
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India VIX November’22 

14.71%

India’s VIX has cooled down just as the country enters

the winter season showing a downtrend in the volatility

levels. The volatility index opened above 16 this

month, which later fell to 13.76 by the end of the

month, its lowest level in two years since the pandemic

struck the economy. With the favorable housing market

and employment data easing inflation; and cooling

geopolitical concerns, investors seem to be less

concerned about the equity markets, dragging VIX

below its pre-Covid levels. While current levels instill a

positive outlook, two reasons that might impact the VIX

soon are the budgetary expectations and the third

quarter’s financial results.



DLT In Global Derivatives Markets

Global derivative markets will now

have Distributed Ledger Technology

(DLT), making trade settlement, reconciliation, and

custody more efficient. The risk management and

real-time settlement features of the native crypto

derivative market structure will be combined into

traditional markets. Both crypto-native and

traditional finance is broadly divided due to a lack

of regulatory clarity that typically inhibits sell-side

firms from engaging in major intermediation. These

factors forced the native markets to develop and

innovate new workflows and procedures, which will

now be seen in traditional financial markets. DLT will

undoubtedly result in a more efficient derivative

market; however, certain functions of the native

crypto market structure, like auto-deleveraging and

sell-side disintermediation of finance, will not

become part of the traditional market structure. This

expansion into the traditional asset classes would be

a significant step for the native crypto exchanges to

diversify revenue and expand their customer base.

It would be interesting to see how the merger of two

very different derivative worlds, in terms of

regulations, will shape up.

ERIVATIVES
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Energy Derivatives Under ECB Scrutiny

As policymakers seek to avert a

spillover impact of the energy crisis

onto financial markets, Europe's financial regulator

– European Central Bank (ECB), is tightening the

regulation of energy derivative contracts used by

energy firms to hedge power and gas prices. ECB

will now monitor the largely unregulated trades and

use of complicated derivative instruments totaling

trillions of euros to rare scrutiny. This is Europe's first

significant effort as officials look to identify if the

use of derivatives poses a broader financial threat.

Triggered by the downfall of Germany's energy

behemoth Uniper, the move came amid attempts to

prevent the oil crisis from spilling over to the

financial markets. Although ECB has ruled out the

prospect of direct financing to distressed energy

firms, this move will provide companies with much-

needed relief and ensure financial stability. With a

high level of integration in the EU, it will be

interesting to see how this plays out.

Options Gurus Dragging Retail Investors Down

Individual investors' participation in

the derivatives segment has risen

to almost one-third of the total

post-pandemic turnover trades.

Ergo, the country saw a rise in "option gurus" who

publicize their options strategies. Individuals fueled

by a quick money-making mentality take impulsive

trades based on such recommendations.

Individuals who lack the knowledge of carrying out

sophisticated trades go for cheaper alternatives

like buying out-of-the-money call options. These

options are purchased with a short-term expiry and

have probability stacked against them. Therefore,

individual investors trading without a hedge ends

up losing their hard-earned money.

While this issue is exceedingly distressing in the

F&O segment, similar concerns are present in the

capital markets. Less than 1% of active traders,

including option traders, earn more than fixed

deposit returns. Contemplating these factors, retail

investors should caution themselves against blindly

following such recommendations and should do their

research and check feasibility before trading in the

derivatives segment.

Stakeholders Seek FinMin for Changes in F&O

Policy

Speculation in the derivative segment has increased

drastically. This has become a concern for

stakeholders, who have proposed measures to

address such issues. Capital market representatives

sought the finance ministry before the budget to

increase the Security Transaction Tax (STT) on

options contracts. A separate STT for the cash and

derivative contracts was also presented in front of

the finance ministry to reduce the speculation of the

prices and increase retail safety. They further

proposed reducing Commodities Transaction Tax

(CTT) to ₹500cr from ₹1000cr, bringing cost

rationalization to commodity markets. Restoration

of agri-commodities was also discussed in the pre-

budget meeting, and representatives suggested

using commodity put options to reduce GOI's costs

in purchasing surplus quantity in MSP-associated

agri-produce.
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The crude oil prices remained flat

throughout the month, making peaks and

valleys. The prices witnessed an overall

decline of 10.4 % in the month. Earlier in the month,

oil prices increased ahead of the Federal Reserve's

anticipated rate hike, supported by a further drop in

US oil stocks and increased activity at refineries

ahead of the winter's heating season. Later, unrest in

China (the largest crude oil importer) over COVID

control measures imposed in that country hurt investor

sentiment and dampened the demand for crude oil.

The European refiners are currently oversupplied

with crude as they piled oil to prevent any paucity.

The looming EU ban on Russian oil, which could lead

to an oil shortage, is yet to materialize till December.

New Livestock Exchange in India

South Asia is a significant producer and consumer of

agricultural products, necessitating the development of

a particularly active trade ecosystem. To formalize

cattle trading in India, DCX (global platform provider

for agricultural products and closely associated

goods) and GVT (Gramin Vikas Trust) have decided

to work together to establish a market – DCX

Livestock Exchange in India. The DCX Livestock

Exchange will consist of more than 5mn farmers and

22 participating states. The market will partner with

inspection firms to guarantee that every good on the

site has been certified and can be tracked by the

buyer. The prices set by the exchange will be fully

transparent, allowing comparability and enhanced

harmonization in livestock markets. Furthermore,

blockchain technology will help the system address the

existing food security issues. As a result of this

innovative project, the Indian livestock market will be

streamlined, improved, and numerous opportunities

will be created for the rural community to drive their

revenue.

New Opportunity in Copper Mining

The demand for "essential minerals” like

copper, nickel, and cobalt is on a steep rise

as the world moves toward net zero. This transition to

renewable energy sources is expected to increase

demand for the basic metal; thus, the long-term

prospects for copper look promising.

As a result, miners are better positioned than ever to

seize new possibilities. ESG continues to be a significant

chance for miners. Those who become pioneers in the

shift to sustainable energy might reap enormous

benefits. Despite the current shortfall in production, the

long-term supply bottlenecks are expected to ease due

to a significant pipeline of new projects. These projects

will supply additional copper to the market –

particularly from Latin American nations, thereby

addressing the supply concerns.

It would be interesting to see how things play out.
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Gold prices increased for the first half

of the month after signs of cooling

US inflation lifted hopes that the Fed could be less

hawkish on rate hikes, and the investors poured

money into gold. Gold is seen as a safe haven, and

with lower USD interest rates, investors prefer gold

over US dollars.

The dollar and bond yields fell due to stipulated bets

on the Federal Reserve drawing away on interest

rate increases. This, coupled with the news of China

reopening and boosting the economy, caused the

metal to rise to ₹52507 per 10g.
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India Removed from Currency Monitoring List

The US Currency Monitoring List is set up to track its

major trading partners' currency practices and

monetary policies. In its biannual report on Nov 11,

the US Treasury removed India from its monitoring

list. A trading partner is added to the list by the

Treasury Department if it has engaged in currency

intervention and has a current and trade account

surplus with the United States. A country added to

the currency monitoring list will be closely monitored

for potential currency manipulation.

What does it mean for India? – The RBI can now

take robust steps to effectively manage the

exchange rate and all that without being tagged as

a currency manipulator. From a market standpoint,

this is a victory for India, highlighting India's

paramount importance in global growth.

India’s Forex Reserves in Uptrend

India's foreign exchange reserves have broken its

downtrend, rising to $547.2bn on Nov 18. The

reserves stood low at $530bn in the first week of

November, owing to RBI’s action to avert a significant

decline in the rupee. Seeing its largest weekly jump

in more than a year, the reserves rose to $544.72bn

in the following week. This was possible due to a less

hawkish Fed and falling crude oil prices reducing

pressure on the rupee. A softer-than-expected US

inflation data shows that the forex reserves have

continued their uptrend.

The growing expectation of a slower rate hike by

the Fed and lower safe-haven bets by investors put

downward pressure on the index. However, the

market is concerned over the rising covid cases in

China and the global economic slowdown, which

may once again push the investors to park their

money in the greenback. This could result in index

appreciation. The dollar index consolidated

throughout the month.

Source: Investing

Source: RBI
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Currency 1th Nov’22 30st Nov’22 Change (%) Trend

INR/USD INR 82.65 INR 81.39 -1.52

INR/EUR INR 81.6090 INR 84.2625 -3.25

USD/EUR USD 0.9874 USD 1.0352 4.84

JPY/USD JPY 148.2800 JPY 138.88 -6.34

CAD/USD CAD 1.3629 CAD 1.3534 -0.70

USD/GBP USD 1.1483 USD 1.1995 4.46

USD/SEK USD 0.0908 USD 0.0948 4.41

USD/CHF USD 0.9999 USD 1.0517 5.18-

-

-
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Retail Investors Joining the Closed Clubs of AIFs

Major global stock indices are tumbling, and fixed-

income securities like bonds are failing to offer any

salvation from the stock market bloodbath as they

experience a steep fall too. Meanwhile, alternative

investments are gaining popularity as retail investors

join the previously-closed club catering to HNIs and

U-HNIs. Global fintech business is at the forefront of

this innovation in the investing space, empowering

individuals to invest in assets that are not correlated

with the global markets, thereby harnessing their

potential ability to stem volatility and boost returns.

Additionally, traditional assets depend on the

movements of the global market, which is influenced

by macroeconomic and geopolitical factors.

Alternative assets, however, have little or no

correlation to stocks and bonds, making them an

attractive investment option, especially during

turbulent times. Hence, in times like these, assigning

a part of one's portfolio to assets offering some

kind of buffer to the stock markets' tantrums is

worthwhile.

The fall of 'FTX'

The multibillion-dollar Bahamas

-based crypto exchange, which was among the world's

largest until earlier this month, was a safe and simple

way to get into cryptocurrency. Up until very recently,

FTX was valued at $32 billion. However, things have

fallen apart quickly since then, as the company filed for

bankruptcy.

The company faced a liquidity crisis after investors

requested a $6bn withdrawal over three days. What

caused this cash crisis? – Investors lost confidence in FTX

and began to pull out their money after its rival,

Binance, backed out from its initial decision to acquire

the company. Additionally, FTX's native crypto token

FTT plummeted following the revelation of murky

accounting and financial health of Alameda Research,

which owned a significant investment in the coin. Later,

the concern of yet another crypto company failing

jolted the retail investors who rushed to sell their

holdings out of FTX. The fall of FTX has made investors

pessimistic.

SEBI's guidelines for AIF

A long-standing issue now stands resolved.

Capital market regulator – SEBI has now sanctioned

the segregation of schemes of AIFs on the same line

as those already prescribed for mutual funds. SEBI

has stipulated that the assets and liabilities of each

AIF scheme have to be separated and ring-fenced

from the fund's other schemes. This regulation will

allow AIF managers to launch multiple schemes and

hit the market more quickly. Moreover, this

clarification has been crucial for international

investors and has led to AIFs attracting significant

amounts of foreign capital to establish new AIFs

instead of launching several schemes. This recent

amendment will provide regulatory cover for a

long-standing practice of AIFs and their schemes in

India and will also bring forth clarity and

consistency.

VCs and PE House Under the Lens of the Watchdog

The capital market regulator – SEBI --

has extended its watch on VCs,

PE houses, debt fund managers, and real estate with

yet another regulation. With the new regulation in

place, these houses will no longer be permitted to

extend the tenure of their funds and will be required to

liquidate them within a specified period. The idea

behind late exits is to fetch a better deal for investors

by avoiding factors like bad market conditions, non-

performance portfolio companies, litigations, and

delays in IPO by investee companies, particularly start-

ups. However, keeping a fund alive until a successful

exit would create a bad precedent and have a

detrimental effect on the purpose of the securities

market. This new regulation has rattled the fund

industry, raising concerns that many firms would be

forced to liquidate distressed assets in order to comply.



SIPs Inflows Records Yet Another All-Time High

SIP inflows for October were ₹13,040cr reaching its

all-time high. Despite weak global drivers and

domestic rate hikes, investors have shown resilience

and have subsisted on investing. SIPs constitute a

significant part of the mutual fund sector, and as a

result of their growth, 9.52 lakh SIP accounts were

opened in October. Astoundingly, Balanced

Advantage Fund (BAF), which switches money

between equity & debt, and has been one of the

most popular mutual fund schemes, saw a net

outflow of ₹454crs for the first time since December

2020.

Did You Check Your Fund’s Expense Ratio

Mutual funds are becoming

increasingly popular among

investors as more investors have

started viewing mutual funds as a suitable venue to

park their investments. However, before investing in

any fund, one must consider certain factors, including

the expense ratios charged by fund houses. Mutual

funds charge an expense ratio fee to cover their

expenses, including management fees, registration

fees, asset allocation fees, and others.

Charging expense ratio fees were previously under

the discretion of the management; however, SEBI has

set a cap on the Total Expense Ratio (TER) to avert

Asset Management Companies (AMC) from charging

high fees. For equity mutual funds with Assets Under

Management (AUM) of less than ₹500crs, the upper

ceiling of TER is fixed at 2.25%. Funds with high

AUM are required to have a low expense ratio,

making them comparatively cheaper.

Similarly, passive funds have the lowest expense

ratio. Though the expense ratio fee is minor, these

charges affect the redemption amount considerably

in the long run while also delivering additional units.

Investors must gauge such details before investing in

a mutual fund to maximize their returns on their

portfolio.
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Source: AMFI

SIP Contribution Net Investments (₹ Cr.)

Jun-22 Jul-22 Aug-22 Sep-22 Oct-22

₹13,040₹12,276

SEBI Introduces New Payout Rule on AMCs

The capital market regulator – SEBI,

has introduced a new rule for Asset

Management Companies (AMC)

regarding transferring dividend and redemption

proceeds to owners of mutual fund units. These

guidelines would require AMCs to transfer

dividends and redemption proceeds to the

unitholders within a specified time, failing which the

company would be liable to pay interest and

penalties. Additionally, the new regulation would

restrict the physical dispatch of dividends or

redemption proceeds, except in certain exceptional

circumstances. Moreover, AMCs would be required

to maintain records and reasons for all such

physical dispatches. This move is in line with the

reduction in the settlement cycle of the capital

markets. Though the regulation will promote pay-

out efficiency in the AMC industry and benefit

investors from earlier receipt of proceeds, it is

expected to take away the interest advantage that

the fund houses enjoyed.

Equity MFs Slumps from All-Time High

After witnessing a significant rise in September, the

net inflows into equity mutual funds in October saw

a 33% decline to ₹9,390.35crs. Lower inflows into

equity funds came despite fund houses launching

several new passively-managed funds. A total of 21

index funds and two exchange-traded funds were

launched. Additionally, Balanced Advantage Funds

– one of the industry's most popular categories –

saw a net outflow of ₹424crs owing to rising interest

rates, resulting in mark-to-market losses for debt

securities.

About a third of equity inflows were in the small-cap

and mid-cap funds. This was driven by strong

topline growth in mid-cap stocks. However, despite

the rising equity market and heightened global

concerns, Indian investors have not been deterred

from investing in mutual funds.
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ALBERT to be a Part of Accenture

Accenture is strengthening its AI capabilities with the

acquisition of the Japanese data science company

Albert. Albert's 250 personnel will come on board with

Accenture, helping the consulting firm offer more robust

data and AI services. Albert was founded in 2005 and

provided AI and Big-Data analytics services, AI

implementation consulting, and data science training

assistance to primarily large Japanese organizations.

This acquisition will strengthen Accenture's ability to

globally help its clientele manage the total reinvention

of their enterprises and help companies become more

competitive with deep analytics and AI. Global research

done by Accenture shows that most organizations that

use AI are barely experimenting with the evolving

technology; only 12% employ it at a maturity level,

providing them a substantial competitive advantage.

The company plans to leverage the combined power of

AI, data, and cloud to tackle complex challenges

related to sustainability, supply chain, and consumer

experiences.

Reliances' Ruthless Retail Ambition

After taking charge of the

hundreds of stores of the

country's second-largest modern trade player Big

Bazaar earlier in the year, centi-billionaire Mukesh

Ambani is at the forefront of another significant

takeover in the retail space. Ambani-led Reliance

Industries is set to buy out German

retailer METRO AG's Cash & Carry business in India in

a deal estimated at around ₹4,060crs. This acquisition

includes land banks, wholesale distribution centers, and

other assets owned by METRO Cash & Carry.

Reliance Retail, the country's largest retailer, with this

acquisition, is working to strengthen its supply-chain

capabilities so that it can serve across India efficiently.

This will help Reliance reduce its waste and pass on the

benefits to its customers by offering products at

competitive prices. Additionally, this deal will benefit

Reliance by expanding its place in the B2B segment.

The acquisition will make Reliance one of the larger

organized retailers in terms of the store network and

warehousing space. Further, the Metro warehousing

space will induce Reliance's JioMart initiative,

benefitting local MSMEs within India's ₹2.2lakh crores

worth of grocery market.

A Great Deal for TATA

The FMCG giant – Tata Consumer

Product Limited (TCPL) - is set to

take over Bisleri for ₹6000-₹7000crs

in what is being called a once–in–a–decade deal.

With its enormous inventory, sales volume, and

network penetration, Bisleri would certainly transfer

a sizable market share in the packaged mineral

water industry to TCPL. Additionally, with its pre-

existing products like Himalayan, Tata Copper Plus

Water, and Tata Gluco+, TPCL will likely emerge

as a market leader with the acquisition of Bisleri.

On a macro level, the prices of similar products are

likely to reduce given the wide variety, which would

benefit consumers. However, smaller players may

be forced to exit the market due to intense

competition because of the acquisition. While the

deal would bring in cost synergies and effectiveness

for the merged entity, it could trigger certain

sectorial regulations. The standards of drinking

water will have to be met as per the applicable

regulatory specifications.

It is estimated that the revenue of TCPL will surge

10-15% owing to this deal.

Air India Agrees to Acquire AirAsia

Tata Group-owned Air India

has stated that it has inked

agreements to purchase 100% ownership in AirAsia

India (AAI) and integrate the former with Air India

Express (AIXL). The consolidation of these two low-

cost carriers – AirAsia India and Air India Express --

will be undertaken as part of the restricting

roadmap that is envisioned by the Tata Group's

airline business. The integration is expected to bring

in cost, operational efficiencies, and customer

benefits by adopting each airline's best systems and

practices. The implementation and integration

process of AAI and AIXL, subject to approvals, is

expected to take approximately 12 months.

It will be interesting to see how the merger shapes

the competitive aviation industry. The company

hopes to benefit from potential networks and

synergies while delivering low-cost flexibility on

both international and domestic destinations to its

passengers.



The 28-Day Recharge Plan

Have you ever wondered why telecom operators

offer their monthly services with 28-day validity

and not 30 days? Well, the reason for this is a

simple yet smart business strategy that operators

leverage to boost revenue.

If we do some calculations, customers who get the

28-day validity plan tend to recharge 13 times

yearly. Telcos very smartly offer 28-day validity

plans, which are 336 days if bought 12 times a

year (29 days less than a year). Users tend to

ignore or overlook this, but with the 13th recharge,

telecom operators earn crores of money. The same

calculation applies to all their plans which offer 56

and 84 days of validity instead of 60 and 90

days. After several issues raised by consumers

about having to do an extra recharge, TRAI had

asked telecom operators earlier this year to

provide at least one plan voucher, one special

tariff voucher, and one combo voucher with 30

days/monthly validity among their tariff offers.

Following the order, Reliance Jio, Vodafone Idea,

Airtel & BSNL have introduced many prepaid plans

with a complete one-month validity. It would be

interesting to see how the telcos respond to this to

maintain their revenue upstream.
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It’s Not Just Coffee. It's Starbucks.

Have you ever wondered what adjunct essence of taste is that differentiates Starbucks from other coffee

sellers using a network of company-operated stores? The strategy put in place by the American coffee

house chain says it all, “It’s not just coffee. It’s Starbucks.”

“Starbucks, besides selling coffee, focuses on building relationships.” From its initial days, the leading coffee

player has been successful in offering its customer a premium sense of relaxation and pleasure.

The company has adopted a strategy that works closely with the aim of replicating the accordant

experience for its customers. The approach with which Starbucks operates toward getting customer insights is

quite different. Instead of relying on consumer market surveys from global market research organizations,

the coffee house decided to have casual calls and chats with their customers. This helped them capture

customers’ overall mood and gather data accordingly. Although the company conducts organized customer

engagement surveys, this innovative idea of going against the old-school method is something that acts as an

advantage for Starbucks.

Despite being the most innovative and differentiated coffee house chain, the experience that a consumer

gains from drinking Starbucks is ever-evolving. This might give rise to customer loyalty concerns for the

company as the propensity for the consumer to switch might rise.

The Secret Glocalization – IKEA

The heart of IKEA’s business model is its Do-It-

Yourself (DIY) strategy. The DIY culture allows the

company to sell flat packs at reduced operational

costs, thereby driving its margins. But the

oversupply of low-cost labor poses concerns for the

company to be successful in a country like India.

IKEA has been successful in connecting with the

Indian public with the “Glocalization” strategy.

Firstly, taking the demographics into consideration,

IKEA registered the opening of its first Indian store

in the IT capital of India, Hyderabad. The city

mostly comprises the urban population attracted

toward the adoption of western culture and their

way of living. This was a smart move by IKEA to

create an impact in a country like India. The

company further plans to improve its reach with

stores in cities like Bengaluru and Gurgaon.

Secondly, IKEA made a quick-witted choice for its

delivery vehicles – solar-powered auto-rickshaws.

The idea of auto-rickshaws helped the furniture

giant associate its brand with something that

connects the whole of India. Apart from connecting

on emotional grounds, the use of solar-powered

vehicles reflected a sense of responsibility in one of

the world’s most polluted countries, India.
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Maggi: ‘Happiness is Homemade’

"Mummy Bhook Lagi – Bas 2 Minute“ – we all have

heard this at some point. Maggi has been

synonymous with instant noodles. Whenever we talk

about midnight cravings, Maggi is the first name

that comes to mind. Started in 1983, it is a quick

and easy snack to relieve mothers of the pressure to

come up with innovative snack items. Moreover, for

most, Maggi outgrew the product identity to

represent the rush of nostalgia, and the dash of

playfulness and joy.

The path has not been smooth for this brand. The

initial sales figures were forgettable, to say the

least. After extensive observation, it shifted its focus

to kids, adolescents, and college-going students who

crave easy-to-prepare meals. It started using a

bunch of strategies to understand consumer

behavior, like using bright colors codes such as red

& yellow that are known to induce hunger.

The “2-minute noodles” catchphrase showcased the

product’s convenience and tapped extensively into

the emotional storytelling of the mother-child

dynamic. With Nestlé’s distribution and supply-chain

expertise, Maggi was able to reach every corner of

the country cost-effectively. Maggi has not only

become a household snack item but has emerged as

a business creating maggiprenuers who sell Maggi

for their livelihood.

‘Dil, Dosti, Domino’s!’

When we say it's pizza time, one of the prominent

names that come to our minds is Domino’s.

One of the things that drive Domino’s popularity is

how it manages to offer the perfect balance

between local and western tastes coupled with

customized menus.

The primary focus of Domino’s has been clear –

"Taste." It encouraged chefs across India to fine-

tune their recipes and, in some cases, completely

revamp them to appeal to the Indian palette.

Another strategic branding was offering the "30-

minute delivery or free" option. This resulted in

consumers getting quality food at the comfort of

their homes. In some cities, Domino’s even

introduced a 20-minute delivery that took their

delivery service many notches above other pizza

brands.

Domino's was initially viewed as a luxury when it

launched in India. Its attractive discounts and

exclusive deals also lent it a competitive edge.

Not only that, it was one of the first food chains in

India to recognize the importance and growth of

the smartphone culture. Leveraging this, it

introduced a mobile app, enabling people to order

from a nearby Domino’s outlet.

Fevicol – ‘The Creative Adhesive’

Fevicol, the adhesive glue product by Pidilite, initially emerged as a solution for a large mass of Indian

carpenters that hesitated to use adhesives made out of animal fats. Balwant Parekh became the first person

to capitalize on this opportunity. The vegan glue adhesive introduced by Pidilite gained so much popularity

that it now acts as the product by which the company is recognized in the industry.

The product derives its name from a blend of two words, “Fedco” which means a mix of parts, and “Col”

which means anything that binds two things together.

It was not too late when Parekh realized that Fevicol sales in the woodworking industry were going to be

user-driven. He learned that innovation is necessary to sustain the legacy created by his cream product,

“Fevicol.”

The Pidilite group made a quick-witted move by foraying into the art and craft segment with the launch of 

a 30-gram pack of the same product rather than making a significant marketing manoeuvre. This made it 

easier for the company to attract the retail group of customers and mitigate its risk of not losing its brand 

recognition among the masses.



“India can become data

capital of the world”

- Anant Maheshwari,

President, Microsoft India
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“India has emerged as the second

most coveted investment market

after the US for sovereign wealth

funds and public pensions funds in

2022, according to a study by asset

manager Invesco.”

- Ajay Bagga

Chairman, Elyments Platforms

“Thankfully, there is no such prospect of

recession in India because although our

growth may be negatively affected by the

global conditions, we will still manage to

grow at 6-7% in 2023-24,”

- Rajiv Kumar,

Former vice-chairman, Niti Aayog
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INDIA OUTPACING IN DIGITAL PAYMENTS
India's real-time payments exemplify how a

coordinated, collective, nationwide effort can

unlock substantial economic and social potential.

Cheaper internet data, and high smartphone

penetration have propelled this boom allowing

India to outpace the world in digital payments.

Click Here to Know More Click Here to Know More

Douglas McGregor, a management professor, and

social psychologist, is well-known for his two

contrasting theories- Theory X & Theory Y-

explaining how managers’ assumptions about what

motivates an employee impact their management

styles.

‘THEORY X’  & ‘THEORY Y’

RECESSION IMMINENT

The continuing COVID-19 epidemic, tighter financial

circumstances in most regions, the cost-of-living

problems, Russia's invasion of Ukraine, and

tightening economic conditions continue to pose

significant challenges to the world economy.

Click Here to Know More Click Here to Know More

The RBI completed the pilot of e-rupee in the

wholesale segment on November 1, 2022. The

digital currency was used to settle transactions in

the secondary market for treasury securities. The

use of e₹ will make the interbank market more

efficient, reducing transaction costs and other

concerns associated with cash.

E-RUPEE

https://www.instagram.com/p/Ck-Mp5UrlHr/
https://www.instagram.com/p/ClGzuBSyRup/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CktCyT0SWTP/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CkgCS6QLZI3/
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around four business verticals – Consulting,

Research Advisory, Corporate Training and

Learning and Development. We provide

customized solutions to leading businesses

worldwide. Our team consists of experienced
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passion to excel
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